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Important Notice
This document is issued by PCG Entertainment PLC (the “Company”). The information and opinions contained in this document, all of which are in draft form, are provided as at the date hereof and
are subject to amendment (without notice), further verification and completion. This document is directed at investment professionals as defined in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 and at organisations of a kind described in and to whom Article 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (High Net Worth Companies,
Unincorporated Associations, etc.) applies (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). This document must not be acted on, or relied on by, or passed on to (directly or indirectly) persons
who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons (save as set out below).
This document is confidential and is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published in whole or in part
for any purpose. This document is being provided to recipients on the basis that they keep confidential any information contained herein or otherwise made available, whether orally or in writing, in connection with
the Company. Neither this document nor any part of this document should be copied or distributed by recipients.
This document does not constitute an offer to buy or to subscribe for, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or to subscribe for securities in the Company whatsoever, including in any jurisdiction in which such an offer
or solicitation is unlawful and is not for distribution in or into any of such jurisdictions.
To the extent this document is received or used in jurisdictions outside the UK, any such recipient or user should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements.
This document has not been nor will it be approved by or registered with the relevant Chinese governmental authorities, and it does not constitute nor is it intended to constitute an offer of securities within the
meaning prescribed under the PRC securities law or other laws and regulations of the PRC. Accordingly, this document shall not be offered or made available, nor may any securities in the capital of the Company
be marketed or offered for sale to the general public, directly or indirectly, in the People’s Republic of China (for such purposes, not including Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, Macau Special
Administrative Region and Taiwan).
Securities in the Company shall only be offered or sold to PRC investors that are authorised or qualified to be engaged in the purchase of the securities being offered. Potential investors in the PRC are responsible
for obtaining all the relevant regulatory approvals/licenses from the Chinese government by themselves, including, without limitation, those that may be required from the State Administration of Foreign Exchange,
the China Banking Regulatory Commission, the Ministry of Commerce and the National Development and Reform Commission, where appropriate, and for complying with all the relevant PRC laws and regulations
in subscribing for securities.
In relation to Singapore, this document has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore and is not regulated by any financial supervisory authority pursuant to any legislation in
Singapore.
Each investor agrees that this document and any other document or material in connection with the matters referred to within may not be circulated or distributed to persons in Singapore other than institutional
investors (as defined in Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore, or the ‘SFA’), accredited investors (as defined in Section 4A of the SFA) or any person pursuant to an offer that is
made on terms that the shares are acquired at a consideration of not less than US$200,000 (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) for each transaction, whether such amount is to be paid for in cash or by
exchange of securities or other assets.
No securities in the Company are being offered for sale in Hong Kong, by means of any document, other than: (i) to “professional investors” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong
Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance; or (ii) in other circumstances which do not result in the document being a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong or which do
not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of that Ordinance. The Company has not issued or had in their possession for the purposes of issuing, and will not issue or have in their possession for the
purposes of issuing, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or document relating to securities in the Company, which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or
read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to securities of the Company which are or are intended to be disposed of only to
persons outside Hong Kong or only to “professional investors” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance and any rules made under that Ordinance. The contents of this document have not been reviewed
by, or registered with, any regulatory or governmental authority in Hong Kong. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.
This document does not constitute a public offer of securities in any part of the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The person or entity to whom this document has been issued understands, acknowledges and agrees
that the document is not approved by the UAE Central Bank, the Emirates Securities & Commodities Authority, the Dubai Financial Services Authority or any other relevant regulatory authority in the UAE. The
document is strictly private and confidential. The document and any other offering material do not constitute a public offer of securities in the UAE in accordance with Commercial Companies Law, Federal Law No.
8 of 1994 (as amended) or otherwise or an advertisement or solicitation to the public, and is intended only for the individual recipients to whom this document is personally provided and may not be reproduced or
used for any other purpose. Nothing in this document is intended to constitute investment, legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice. This document is for your information only and nothing in this document
is intended to endorse or recommend a particular course of action. You should consult with an appropriate professional for specific advice rendered on the basis of your situation. At the present date, there is no
taxation regime applying to private individuals in the UAE. Potential investors who are concerned about possible tax implications of purchasing foreign securities, for their taxable status under their ‘home country’ (or
other) tax regimes applicable to them, should consult their personal tax advisors.
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Important Notice
Neither this document nor any part of this document should be copied or distributed by recipients and, in particular, should not be distributed by any means, including electronic transmission, to persons with
addresses in the United States of America (or any of its territories or possessions) Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or to any citizens, residents or nationals
thereof, or to any corporation, partnership or other entity created or organised under the laws thereof or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any law or
regulatory requirement. Any such distribution could result in violation of the laws of such countries. No securities in the Company have been or are expected to be registered under the US Securities Act, or under
the securities laws of any other jurisdiction, and are not being offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account of benefit of, any US person, unless such offer or sale would qualify for an exemption
from registration under the US Securities Act and any other applicable securities laws. Accordingly, securities in the Company will be offered and sold only to non-US persons in transactions outside the United
States of America in reliance on Regulation S under the US Securities Act 1933, and within the United States of America to a limited number of “qualified institutional buyers” as defined under Rule 144A under the
US Securities Act.
This document does not constitute or form any part of any offer or invitation or other solicitation or recommendation to purchase any securities in the Company and does not constitute or form part of a
prospectus or admission document. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information, representation or opinions in this document. Any decision to purchase or subscribe for securities in
the Company should be made solely on the basis of information in the public domain. Neither the issue of this document nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the
Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with regard to any of the matters referred to herein. In no circumstances will the Company be
responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this document, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to
provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this document which may become apparent. This document should
not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. Each party to whom this document is made available must
make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained
herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Each of Sanlam Securities UK Limited (“Sanlam”) and Beaufort Securities Limited (“BSL”), each of which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, is acting for the Company and no-one
else in connection with the proposals contained in this document. Accordingly recipients should note that neither Sanlam nor Beaufort is either advising or treating as a client any other person nor will either be
responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to their customers or for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this presentation. Information in this
document must not be relied upon as having been authorised or approved by the Company, Sanlam nor BSL. Neither the Company, Sanlam, BSL nor any other person makes any guarantee, representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and opinions contained in this document, nor does the Company, Sanlam, or BSL accept any responsibility or liability
whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Sanlam and Beaufort are each acting exclusively for the Company. Nothing in
this Important Notice shall be effective to limit or exclude liability for fraud or which cannot otherwise, by law or regulation, be so limited or excluded.
Certain statements contained in this document are or may constitute “forward looking statements”. Such forward looking statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual
results, performance or achievement of the Company, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking statements.
Such risks, uncertainties and other factors include, among others, changes in the credit markets, changes in interest rates, changes in exchange rates (particularly in relation to the US Dollar), legislative and
regulatory changes, changes in taxation regimes, and general economic and business conditions. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s present and
future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future.
Any forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this document. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking
statements contained in this document to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard to these or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statements are based.
As a result of these factors, the events described in the forward-looking statements in this document may not occur either partially or at all.
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Investment Summary










PCGE applies western management and accountability to a rapidly growing business
sector in China, games, gaming and media distribution, giving access for investors who
want exposure to this market
Through its subsidiary Sihai Geju the Company controls valuable licenses in China
The Company has given notice to acquire 10% each of HPC and HLC. HPC operates
poker tournaments and HLC is licensed to be a sales agent for sport lottery products
and runs virtual sports lottery games in Hainan Province
The Company is in the process of acquiring CPDC, a provider of games management
software in Asia
A number of gaming and media distribution initiatives in the pipeline for the coming
18 months
The Company is presently suspended from trading (AIM Rule 14 RTO) but anticipates
readmission in May
The Company intends to further develop its Chinese license and pursue additional
acquisitions
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Management
Directors have many years of experience in media, gaming and marketing gained in Europe, the Middle
East and Asia-Pacific and in acquisitions, accounting and corporate and financial management.

Nick Bryant: CEO

Clive Hyman: CFO

• A career in major advertising agencies, media companies and
broadcasters in the UK and internationally
• Commercial Director at Sky TV in the UK
• Group Director of MBC Group in the Middle East
• 10 years operating games, broadcast channels and promotions in a
strictly regulated environment.

• Partner at KPMG
• Interim CEO at Candy and Candy
• Wide experience bringing companies to the market
• CFO of Wishbone Gold, an AIM listed company.
Non-Executive Director of OMV Petrol Ofisi AS (Turkey)

Kung Min Lin: Chairman

Richard Poulden: Deputy Chairman

•Ten years currency and index trading in Asia
•COO of Osmosa Ltd, a sports betting operator in S.E. Asia
•Chairman of Power Capital Global and Moneyswap, both AIM listed
companies

• First went to China shortly after economic reform began in 1980.
Has been involved across Asia ever since notably with medical
imaging initiatives in China, as a director of AIM listed
MoneySwap Plc and with various natural resource initiatives in the
wider Asian region
• Has executed successful strategies growing companies through
acquisition in retail, healthcare and natural resources
• Built Sirius Minerals from a market cap. of £2m to £200m

Professor Michael Mainelli: NED

Alan Gravett: NED

• Co-founder of Z/Yen, specialist technical consultancy and the city of
London’s leading commercial think-tank
• Holds non-executive directorships with the UK Accreditation Service
and Wishbone Gold

• More than 20 years in financial services (as a senior executive
with Barclaytrust).
• A specialist in company and trust structures in Gibraltar
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Licenses
Network Cultural Business Permit
License to operate cultural activities on the internet,
including online games such as poker.¹ Provides ability to
issue and manage ‘virtual currencies’
Critical success factors

Important monetisation
methods

VAT Business Permit (ISP)
License to conduct value-added telecommunications
business such as games and information services via the
public mobile telecommunications networks²
Permit for Business Operation of Telecommunication and
Information Services
License to publish and monetise games. Including sale of
lottery products and information services on the internet

Short Message Service Access Code Certification
License to generate income from premium-rate SMS codes
issued by the mobile network operators
¹ Subject to further regulatory approval
² Between them Chinese mobile networks have 1.25 billion subscribers
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Structure and Shareholdings


A Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE) and a Variable Interest Entity (VIE)
structure enables PCGE to have effective ownership of Sihai Geju in Beijing

Sihai Geju has given notice to exercise its option rights to acquire 10% stakes
in each of HLC and HPC
 CPDC, a games management software company, will be acquired by our
wholly-owned subsidiary PCGE Software Services registered in Gibraltar
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Poker Tournaments
HPC
 HPC operates real-world ‘Texas Hold’em’ poker tournaments in the PRC under the
China Poker Games (CPG) brand
 Their first tournament was in Sanya, Hainan province in 2013. The second major
tournament at the same venue in August 2014, with over 1,000 players and in
excess of RMB 1 million in prize money, was one of the largest poker tournaments
in Asia
 Further tournaments have followed in Shanghai and other major cities and they
plan to have 28 major tournaments annually within the next three years
 These real-world tournaments have helped to build the CPG brand in China and
they have relationships with over 500 clubs across the country
 It is PCGE’s strategy to capitalise on the strength of this brand and to use our
licenses to take poker tournaments online
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Sports Lotteries
HLC
 HLC has an operator’s license to sell sports lottery games in Hainan
province
 Their ‘Flying Fish’ game is a popular high-frequency lottery game (starting
every 6 minutes) with competitive odds
 Welfare and sports lotteries are the only legalised quasi-gambling games in
the PRC and are regulated by the Ministry of Finance and the provincial
lottery authorities
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Media Distribution







PCGE’s strategy is to introduce popular western media properties to the
PRC, working with Chinese production companies to adapt them for the
local market
These will be distributed through conventional broadcast channels, on-line,
on-mobile, via IPTV and OTT
It is our intention to increase the commercial value of these properties
through events, associated spin-off activities, merchandising and licensing
The Company is in negotiations regarding its first such project
This is an event-based show with strong on-line elements to be broadcast
nationally by a top-four broadcaster as well as being widely distributed and
promoted on multiple additional channels
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Software Distribution








Through our proposed acquisition of CPDC, a Belize registered company
based in Taiwan, the Company will become a licensee of online games
management software which sub-licences to online games companies
CPDC’s exclusive licenses from major software producers will give us
significant growth potential amongst online game operators across Asia
The Board believes that our contacts and knowledge of the Asian gaming
software markets also provide significant potential to acquire licenses to
distribute on behalf of additional software suppliers
Historic management accounts of CPDC state a net profit in 2014 of $2.3
million, following two years of rapid growth
This is a transformative acquisition for PCGE
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Acquisitions


Our status as a Company listed on the London Stock Exchange provides the
opportunity for us to make further acquisitions of sector-relevant
companies complementary to our existing business in the region,
exchanging illiquid Chinese shares for quoted foreign liquidity
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The Market
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The Market: Poker Tournaments








With the exception of lotteries, which are sanctioned by the State Council, all
gambling is illegal in the PRC
Poker tournaments such as those run by CPG, which are approved by the
governing authorities in China, are not considered to be gambling
The Directors believe that there are between 700 and 1,000 poker clubs in the
PRC, each with between 500 and 2,000 members
Boyaa Games, China’s top online poker company, recorded revenues of RMB
945.3m ($152m) in 2014, up 39% year-on-year
Macau generated $45.3 billion in revenues in 2013 from gaming and gambling
(Statistica)
PWC predict that Asia will overtake the US as the largest gaming market in
2015
The China centre for lottery studies at Peking University estimates that
Chinese residents spend around $97 billion each year via offshore online
websites
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The Market: Sports Lotteries
Sports lottery licenses are issued by the China Sports Lottery Administration
Centre. Sales agents such as HLC must obtain permits from provincial
government departments
 Chinese lottery sales have grown dramatically in the past 5 years and the
rate of growth is expected to continue
 The percentage of Chinese playing lottery games in China is significantly
smaller than in the west and is expected to grow as regulation improves
and the market matures
 Increasingly lottery sales are being made online and on-mobile
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Drivers of Growth:
Rising Disposable Income / Government


Growth in GDP/Disposable Income
 GDP/Capita grew by 39.2% between 2009 and 2013 to $3,345. A further
7% growth was predicted for 2014
 Over the same period disposable income/capita has grown by over 55% to
$4,000 and a further 10% growth was predicted in 2014 (National Bureau
of Statistics, China)



Regulation
 With an illegal gambling market in the PRC estimated in 2010 at RMB 1
trillion the Directors believe that the PRC government may seek to
encourage more legal participation in lotteries by introducing new products
and wider distribution channels.
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Drivers of Growth:
Internet and 4G Penetration


Growth in Internet Penetration
 The PRC has had more internet users than any other country since 2008
 Globally more than one in five of all those with internet access are in
China
 At the end of 2014 the number of internet users reached 650 million or
47% penetration. This represented an increase of 38 million over the
previous year (https://www1.ccnic.cn/)
 The China Internet Network Information Centre have reported that 557
million of these users, or 85%, went online with their mobile phones in
2014. This represents an increase of 50 million from 2013
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Investment Opportunity






PCGE launched on AIM on 4th December 2014
Market Cap £56 million
£3.41 million gross proceeds raised at IPO
The Directors anticipate we will be readmitted in May 2015
Strategy:
 Further development of media licenses in China
 Online expansion of lotteries and poker tournaments
 Growth of software distribution business (CPDC) across Asia
 Development of media distribution business in China
 Strategic acquisitions
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Thank You

WWW.PCGE.COM
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